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The etch yield and subsurface damage are important issues in low energy (,200 eV! ion
interactions with surfaces. In particular, atomic layer etching requires etching of electronic materials
with monolayer precision and minimal interlayer atomic mixing. In this study, the molecular
dynamics technique is used to simulate the impact of argon ions on chlorine-free and
chlorine-passivated silicon surfaces, under conditions relevant to atomic layer etching. Thousands of
individual ion impact simulations are performed on a massively parallel supercomputer. The silicon
sputter yield is obtained for Ar ion energies ranging from 25 to 200 eV. Where possible, simulation
results are compared to available experimental data. Volatile product formation during ion
bombardment of ordered surfaces tends to follow distinct local trajectories. For example, the
formation of products due to 120 eV Ar ions impacting onto Si~001!~231! at normal incidence has
been found to occur mainly by a mechanism in which the Ar ion impacts directly in-between a
surface silicon dimer pair. The energetic recoiled silicon atoms undercut nearby silicon atoms
resulting in product formation. Several other product formation pathways have also been observed.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~98!03908-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

energy ions follows distinct pathways and correlates with
impact location. In contrast to ALET, there are numerous
MD studies related to RIE. Feil et al.13 have performed 200
eV impacts on Si and have observed the formation of towerlike structures which exhibit a large etch enhancement. Barone et al.14 have also observed similar surface roughened
structures due to direct reactive ion etching of Si by 25 eV
Cl1 . Barone,15 and Barone and Graves16 have studied the
etch mechanism of fluorinated silicon ~fluorosilyl! layers.
Helmer and Graves17 reported a study of fluorinated silicon
surfaces impacted by energetic Si and SiFx species.
Other works examine the defect formation of pristine
surfaces bombarded by energetic species.18,19 The role of
such damage is of particular concern in ALET12 and in ionassisted etching of microstructures and nano-structures.20
Several other studies have also been conducted to examine
the degree of damage produced during low energy ion
irradiation.21–23 We will briefly address this issue in the context of the formation of steady-state disordered surface layers.
The theory of physical sputtering ~no chemical reactions! has been formulated in the context of linear cascade
theory,24,25 through which a series of collisions beneath the
surface due to energetic particle impact eventually leads to
ejection of atoms from the surface. At low energies, typically
below 200 eV, linear cascade theory fails.26 Several authors
have provided modified yield expressions to account for the
increasing importance of the lattice cohesive energy in reducing the yield at low ion impact energies.26,27 Furthermore,

This article studies the interaction of low energy ~25–
200 eV! argon ions with surfaces using the molecular dynamics ~MD! technique by focusing on the phenomena of
sputtering and surface damage of bare and chlorinepassivated silicon. Such phenomena are important in atomic
layer etching ~ALET!,1–7 and also in reactive ion etching
~RIE! of microelectronic materials.8 In ALET, a single crystal surface with an adsorbed monolayer of halogen is exposed to argon ion bombardment. It is important to control
the ion energy and dose to etch away the topmost layer of the
crystal without damaging the layers underneath. In RIE, the
surface is exposed to neutral atoms/molecules and ions simultaneously. Ion beam irradiation in the presence of a reactive halogen gas has been found to greatly increase the
etch rate of silicon, versus the etch rate due to ion beam
irradiation or halogen gas exposure alone.9 This sputter yield
enhancement has been attributed to the presence of subsurface mixing10,11 and the decreased binding energy of halogenated silicon at the surface. Subsurface mixing does not occur under conditions conducive to ALET.
The only published MD study relevant to ALET that we
are aware of is that of Athavale and Economou.12 However,
no reaction mechanisms were reported in that work. It will
be asserted now, and illustrated later by MD simulations, that
product ejection from defect-free surfaces bombarded by low
a!
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FIG. 1. ~a! top view of a defect-free silicon lattice with 1 ML of chemisorbed chlorine. ~b! top view of a silicon surface that was amorphized by 200 successive
50 eV Ar impacts and with Cl adsorbed after amorphization. For both ~a! and ~b!, the smaller spheres represent chlorine atoms ~not to scale!.

at even lower energies, corrections due to the surface topology must be considered to describe sputtering.28 Reaction
product formation events resulting from these low energy ion
impacts can be expected to be qualitatively simpler, involving several collisions over a range of only a few angstroms,
of atoms mainly in the top atomic layers. For silicon sputtering by low energy argon ions, the sputter yield Y , defined as
the number of silicon atoms removed per impacting ion, is
expected to be Y '1022 for argon energies near 100 eV.
Balooch et al.29 have reported physical sputtering yields for
ion energies down to 120 eV in an experimental beam study,
while yields down to 200 eV have been calculated in MD
studies.13,16
II. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION

The simulation procedure is conceptually similar to that
used
in
other
MD
studies
of
ion-surface
interactions.12,13,15,16,30–32 In the simulations, an initially
defect-free (001)-oriented (231) reconstructed silicon lattice is generated and equilibrated at 300 K. The lattice is
composed of nine atomic layers, or 288 silicon atoms. In
simulations involving 200 eV Ar ions, 13 atomic layers are
used. However, for the sake of simplicity, all references to
lattices in this study will denote the nine atomic-layer configuration. The bottom two layers are fixed rigidly in space,
while periodic boundary conditions are applied laterally to
remove edge effects. Berendsen’s heat removal scheme33
with a coupling constant of 4 fs is applied to the lower 6 Å of
the lattice. Figure 1~a! shows the top view of a defect-free
silicon lattice with 1 ML of chlorine chemisorbed onto the
surface. For this, and all other lattices with some degree of
chlorine chemisorption, the silicon lattice is first equilibrated
to 300 K, and then thermal-energy chlorine atoms are impacted onto the surface at random locations. Figure 1~a!
shows the stabilization of the (231) surface reconstruction
and the dimer ‘‘rows’’ and ‘‘channels.’’
To generate amorphized ~damaged! surfaces, a defectfree surface is repeatedly and successively bombarded by
normally incident argon ions at random locations on the lattice, similar to the method employed by Barone and
Graves.16 Argon atoms are impacted onto the surface at in-

tervals of 2 ps without allowing long-time-scale processes
such as annealing, recrystallization and defect diffusion to
occur between impacts. Furthermore, any argon atoms remaining in the lattice after 2 ps are removed, after which heat
removal is applied to the entire lattice, and then the lattice is
re-equilibrated at 300 K for 0.5 ps prior to further argon
impaction. Figure 1~b! shows the top view of a ‘‘steadystate’’ layer of the silicon lattice after successive bombardment by 200, 50 eV Ar ions, and then chlorine surface passivation.
Argon ions are assumed to impact the surface as neutrals
of the same energy as the starting ion. The argon interactions
are described by the Moliére potential, while all other interactions utilize the silicon/chlorine parameterization of Feil
et al.13 of the Stillinger–Weber interaction potentials for
silicon.34–36 These potentials have been found to stabilize a
bulk diamond lattice structure, as well as provide a satisfactory description of a (231) reconstructed surface. Integration is performed using the velocity form of Verlet’s
method15,37 with a step size of 3.83310216 s, or 1/200 of the
Si–Si oscillation period. Although a constant time-step size
was used in the present work, using an adaptive time-step
size should improve the code efficiency.
Silicon sputter yields and product distributions are calculated by simulating thousands of normally incident energetic argon trajectories from different locations within a
plane approximately 10 Å above the lattice. The argon position vectors within this plane are selected with a random
number generator subroutine and included into the simulation input files. Unlike the procedure used to generate
‘‘amorphized’’ surfaces described above, ions are impacted
onto the same initial lattice. This is in contrast to the study of
Athavale and Economou12 in which the surface was bombarded successively by argon ions as in the procedure used
to generate amorphized surfaces. Having each ion bombard
the same initial lattice, however, allows for use of a massively parallel supercomputer to simultaneously calculate
thousands of ion impacts over the course of several hours. In
particular, a single ion impact simulation is performed for
approximately 1.2 ps on each node of a Sandia National
Laboratory nCUBE-2 supercomputer. A total of 1024 nodes
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per run are used for the parallel computation of 1023 ion
impacts ~the remaining node is used for ‘‘coordinating’’ the
run!. Further calculations are done using several HP 9000735 125-MHz workstations.
Different classes of initial condition lattices are used in
this study:
~1! Defect-free bare silicon.
~2! Defect-free silicon with 1 ML of chlorine coverage
@shown in Fig. 1~a!#.
~3! Amorphized bare silicon.
~4! Amorphized silicon with 1 ML of chlorine coverage
@shown in Fig. 1~b!#.
These lattices are impacted with argon ions having energy in
the range 25–200 eV. Further impacts of 25, 37.5 and 50 eV
ions on defect-free and amorphized surfaces with 0.25, 0.5
and 0.75 ML chlorine coverage are also performed to examine the sputtering yield trends with chlorine surface coverage.
Yields are determined from volatile products observed at
the end of each impact simulation. Product species are defined as any atom or cluster of atoms which cross a plane 2 Å
above the surface, where the surface is arbitrarily defined as
the highest atomic position in the lattice prior to ion impact.
Experience has shown that this provides an adequate criterion for product species, since large surface deformations
have not been observed. Also, volatile species are observed
to eject well within 0.5 ps after impact, consistent with similar studies by Athavale and Economou12 and Smith et al.38
Nevertheless, the product species are verified visually in case
products are found at the end of the simulation near the surface plane. Visualization is performed using RasMol,39 to
create images for stills and animations. The contribution of
sputtered silicon products due to the formation and subsequent desorption of weakly bound species has been found to
be negligible due to the absence of chlorine incorporated
beneath the surface, consistent with several simulation
studies.12,15,16

FIG. 2. Radial distribution function calculated over the entire simulation
cell after 0, 5, 20, and 200 successive 50 eV Ar impacts on an initially
defect-free bare silicon lattice.

B. Sputter yield and product distributions

Figure 4 shows a plot of the sputter yield of amorphized
bare silicon versus the argon ion energy, compared with
other computational13,16,38 and experimental29,41,42 sources of
Si sputter yields as well as a plot of the yield estimate of
Zalm.26 There are very few sources of experimental yield
data for comparison at the lower ion energies. However, at
120 and 200 eV, this MD study is in very good agreement
with the experimental yields of Balooch et al.29 and MD
studies of Barone and Graves.16 Furthermore, the calculated
yields are shown to correspond well to the yield estimates of
Zalm,26 down to 75 eV. Figure 5 shows a plot of sputter
yield versus AE for this study. Very near the threshold energy, one expects a deviation from the square root dependence of yield on ion energy found by Steinbrüchel27 and

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Steady-state damage

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the radial distribution
function g(r) over the whole lattice after different doses of
argon ions, starting from defect-free bare silicon. The main
peaks correspond well to the g(r) of a highly structured
silicon lattice.40 Notice that g(r) does not vary significantly
after 20 successive, 50 eV argon impacts, suggesting the approach to a steady-state near-surface amorphous layer expected in the presence of an appreciable flux of energetic
ions. The semiordered nature of g(r) after many impacts is
due to the effect of a g(r) calculation over a cell containing
distinct amorphous and defect-free regions. Figure 3 shows
the atomic density distribution r (z) as a function of the position normal to the surface. This plot shows a clear amorphization of the top three atomic layers while leaving the
lower layers virtually intact.

FIG. 3. The atomic density distribution as a function of vertical position z
within the simulation cell after 0, 5, 20, and 200 successive 50 eV Ar
impacts on an initially defect-free bare silicon lattice. This plot shows the
apparent evolution towards a steady-state disordered surface region of the
top three silicon layers.
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TABLE I. Tabulation of the silicon sputter yields and ejected product species as a function of ion impact energy, shown in the first column from left.
The second column from left represents the lattice used ~A5Amorphized,
DF5Defect free!. The third column from left lists the surface chlorine coverage in monolayers ~ML!. The tenth column from left tabulates the total
number of silicon atoms from larger (x>3) silicon-containing clusters.
E
~eV! Lat. ~ML!

FIG. 4. Sputter yield Y Si of amorphized bare silicon obtained from this
study compared with several other reports.

Zalm.26 Figure 5 reveals a threshold energy of approximately
37.5 eV, consistent with the work of Chang et al.,43 extrapolating a threshold energy around 35 eV.
Table I lists the results of the various different sets of
impact simulations performed for this study. Listed are the
overall silicon sputter yield Y Si and the total number of various observed silicon-containing species ejected, for different
ion-energy and initial condition lattice combinations. The
right-most column shows the total number of individual impact simulations performed in each set of impact simulations
listed. One observation is the apparent yield enhancement of
chlorine passivated surfaces versus non-passivated surfaces.
This self-limiting silicon etch behavior is essential for ALET
in which the presence of Cl at the surface dictates whether
sputtering will or will not occur. For simulations with fractional monolayer Cl coverage, a generally increasing sputter
yield is observed at higher coverages, as well as a larger
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fraction of SiCl2 relative to SiCl. It should be noted that the
uncertainty in the sputter yield for lower ion energies is expected to be greater due to the low absolute values of the
sputter yield. The important role of Cl in sputtering is discussed in the next section of this article. Table II lists the
sputter yield enhancement, defined as S e 5Y ( 1ML Clpassivated Si!/Y~ bare Si! for various energies. Though the
sputter yield enhancement for amorphized silicon is relatively low S e <2.23 for Ar ion energies down to 75 eV,
TABLE II. The energy and lattice dependence of the sputter yield enhancement S e 5Y ( 1 ML Cl-passivated Si)/Y ( bare Si). S e →` indicates perfect
sputter enhancement control, suitable for ALET.

FIG. 5. Sputter yield Y Si of amorphized bare silicon plotted vs AE for
results of this study. This plot shows a threshold energy of about 37.5 eV.
The sputter yield does not scale with AE near the threshold energy.

E ~eV!

S e ~defect-free!

S e ~amorphous!
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`
`
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perfect sputter yield enhancement control, S e →`, is observed at 37.5 eV, suggesting that at these low energies
nearly ideal ALET is possible. S e for defect-free silicon is
observed to be higher than the amorphized Si enhancement
factors, with perfect sputter enhancement control for Ar ion
energies up to 75 eV.
Similar sputter enhancement has been observed in the
MD study by Barone15 and Barone and Graves,32 and in an
experimental study by Balooch et al.29 for conditions with
low chlorine surface coverage. It has been found that under
low Cl surface coverage (<1 ML!, Cl does not mix below
the Si surface,12,44 even after repeated argon bombardment12,13 or by 25 eV Cl1 direct abstraction etching
~DAE! simulations.14,15
With increasing argon ion energy, larger clusters
~Six Cly , x52,3,4) have been observed. However, these clusters appear mainly when chlorine is present. Only two Si
dimer pairs have been observed to sputter in simulations
where Cl is absent ~see third row of 200 eV entry in Table I!.
An issue to address is the degree of energy propagation
within the lattice. With higher ion impact energies, deeperpenetrating cascades and argon penetration is expected. Under the conditions of this study, we have observed that ~a!
most product species are generated from the topmost silicon
layer, and ~b! product species are ejected well within the first
0.5 ps after impact. These findings suggest that chemical
sputtering in the sense of Coburn and Winters45 is not
present, consistent with the results of Athavale and
Economou12 and Barone and Graves16 for low Cl/Ar ratios.
Another observation is that for higher energy impacts,
namely 75 and 120 eV, the nine atomic-layer lattice is not
deep enough to contain the full cascade. However, this is not
expected to affect the product formation. At 120 eV, several
impacts resulted in product ejection following complicated
sequences of cascade atom collisions, but involving atoms
only within the top three silicon layers.

C. Reaction mechanisms

An important result arising from impacts on defect-free
silicon is the observation and inference of clear and welldefined product formation mechanisms. These mechanisms
are relevant in such processes as ALET in which the maintenance of an ordered lattice with minimal damage is required. With the use of well-characterized defect-free surface
lattices, it has been observed in this study that product formation is influenced by surface atomic geometries and is
strongly correlated to surface impact location within a surface unit cell. Similar correlations have been made in a study
of defect formations18,19 as well as sputtering of Si with 1.5
keV Ar.46
For a defect-free silicon system relevant to ALET, we
found that the Si-containing product formation mechanisms
are mainly of three different types, depending on the energetic species formed after the first collision of argon with the
surface, i.e., recoiled Cl ~Type ~I!!, recoiled Si ~Type ~II!! or
scattered Ar ~Type ~III!!. It is these ‘‘active’’ species which
wedge between and beneath silicon atoms imparting upward
momentum or creating an unstable surface state which even-
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FIG. 6. Top view of a defect-free Cl-passivated Si(001)(231) surface
~atoms are not drawn to scale!. In the Type ~I! mechanism, an energetic Cl
recoil travels in one of the three directions shown across the dimer channel.

tually leads to product ejection. Although we only discuss
these three main categories, other more complicated pathways are also observed, especially at higher energies
(E5120,200 eV!. From these mechanisms, only Type ~II!
can occur on bare Si surfaces, whereas all three types can
occur on Cl-passivated surfaces. A more detailed description
of product formation mechanisms can be found elsewhere.47
In the Type ~I! mechanism ~Fig. 6!, argon impact recoils
a Cl such that the now energetic Cl travels laterally across
the dimer ‘‘channel.’’ This energetic Cl bonds with the nearest silicon on the adjacent dimer row, or on one of the silicon
atoms of a dimer pair next to the nearest silicon. A SiCl or
SiCl2 surface species is ejected depending on the energetic
chlorine’s ability to attach to the target silicon and dissipate
much of its kinetic energy to the surrounding lattice.
As an example, Fig. 7 shows snapshots of a representative simulation in which 50 eV Ar is impacted normally onto
a defect-free Cl-passivated silicon (001)(231) surface.
Some Cl atoms were removed from the images to provide a
clearer view of the surface reaction. The reaction begins with
Fig. 7~a!, where the larger sphere represents the argon ion
and the smaller darker and lighter spheres represent chlorine
and silicon atoms, respectively. Figure 7~b! shows Ar colliding with a chlorine atom attached to a ‘‘dimer.’’ This collision takes place such that the Si–Cl ‘‘bond’’ is broken and
the Cl is recoiled towards the dimer rows. The kinetic energy
of the chlorine atom is approximately 10 eV when it travels
directly across the channel in the adjacent dimer row as
shown in Fig. 7~c!. Approximately 0.18 ps after the initial
argon impact, a SiCl2 species desorbs with 1.13 eV kinetic
energy ~Fig. 7~d!!.
In a reaction involving the Type ~II! mechanism, an argon ion impacts the surface directly between a surface dimer
pair. The dimer silicon atoms split and recoil in opposite
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FIG. 7. Snapshots of a simulation representative of the Type ~I! mechanism. Ar impacts normally onto the surface colliding with Cl ~a!. The Cl recoils across
the dimer channel ~b!, and bonds with a Si ~c!. This metastable surface configuration causes desorption of a SiCl2 molecule ~d!.

directions nearly perpendicular to the dimer rows. These energetic recoil atoms appear to slice beneath the dimer pairs in
adjacent dimer rows, causing the ejection of SiClx , x50,1,2
or Si2 Cly , y50,1,2,3. A similar ‘‘dimer splitting’’ has been
observed in a study by Kitabatake and Greene,18 though in
their example with 50 eV silicon, sputtering did not occur.
One interesting observation for Ar ion energy of 75 eV is the
presence of the Type ~II! mechanism in the Cl-passivated
lattice and absence of this mechanism in the Cl-free lattice
~as indicated by the lack of any observed sputtered products!.
This suggests that, at low ion impact energies, chlorine atoms play a role in the Si ejection process for this mechanism.
Figure 8 shows snapshots of a simulation in which 120
eV argon impacts a defect-free Cl-passivated silicon lattice.
In Fig. 8~a!, the Ar impacts the surface splitting the dimer, as
shown in Fig. 8~b!. These recoiled silicon atoms slice or
cleave beneath the silicon directly across the dimer channel,
as shown in Fig. 8~c!. In Fig. 8~d!, the right-hand recoiled
silicon has enough kinetic energy to cleave the entire dimer,
forming a Si2 Cl2 product, while the other recoiled silicon
produces only SiCl. Instances have been observed where the
dimer product is unable to dissipate its internal energy causing it to dissociate into two SiCly species, y50,1.
Finally, in reactions involving the Type ~III! mechanism,
the incident Ar atom scatters off a Cl atom, and is able to
penetrate beneath a neighboring silicon causing the ejection
of product species. This mechanism is not so well defined, in
the sense that it does not follow one or few well-defined
local trajectories as is observed with the Types ~I! and ~II!
mechanisms.

An important result of this study is the correlation of
initial impact location with sputtering, as well as particular
surface reaction mechanisms. Figures 9 and 10 show scatter
plots of initial Ar ion impact locations on Cl-free and Clpassivated silicon surfaces, respectively, on an otherwise
defect-free (231) unit cell. Each point represents the initial
Ar position from a single simulation run which resulted in
silicon-containing product species ejection. Figure 9~a!
shows the clear dominance of the Type ~II! mechanism for
the simulations involving 120 eV Ar. In Fig. 10, the presence
of adsorbed Cl provides a greater number of possible pathways in which Ar impacts lead to sputtered products. The
prominence of Type ~II! mechanism appears to increase with
increasing energy, as well as the Type ~III! mechanism,
which is absent at 50 eV. Furthermore, for the Type ~I! and
Type ~III! mechanisms, the Ar impact locations appear to
localize in an arc region around the Cl, consistent with the
descriptions of these mechanisms. Very few products are observed by direct impact onto dimer channel regions of the
unit cell in this study. Apparently, the surface reconstruction
leaves exposed ‘‘holes’’ in the surface allowing for a significant portion of the incident ions to undergo a primary impact
with deeper silicon layers, decreasing the probability that
sputtering will occur.46
Figures 9~b! and 10~d! show the same impact-sputter
correlation maps for 200 eV Ar ions on bare and Clpassivated defect-free silicon, respectively. We have found
that at this energy, the observed trajectories do not follow the
three basic mechanism types discussed above, but rather,
many different more complicated pathways. Thus mecha-
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FIG. 8. Snapshots of a simulation representative of the Type ~II! mechanism. Ar impacts the surface ~a!, and causes a Si dimer to split and recoil in opposite
directions ~b!. These energetic Si atoms recoil across respective dimer channels and undercut the neighboring dimers ~c!. As a result, Si2 Cl2 and SiCl
molecules are ejected from the surface ~d!.

nisms were not distinguished in Figs. 9~b! and 10~d!. A
worthwhile observation is the significant departure from the
localized impact regions, seen with lower energy impacts, to
a more diffuse region around the surface dimer silicon atoms. For Ar impacting Cl-free ordered Si, a significant fraction of recoil Si and scattered Ar atoms is observed to cleave
beneath the second layer silicon atoms resulting in the sputtering of these secondary silicon recoils. A similar correlation map of Stansfield et al.46 for 1.5 keV Ar on Si shows a
concentration of sputtering as a result of Ar impacting an arc

region in the irreducible symmetry zone of 231 reconstructed Si, similar to that in Fig. 9~b!. The presence of Cl
chemisorbed on the surface appears to isolate the sputtering
to mainly the topmost silicon layer, which is a desirable result for the ALET process. This is shown in Table III which
lists the fraction of silicon-containing product species originating from different layers of initially defect-free lattices.
We should note at this point that for high enough ion energies, even a defect-free starting surface will eventually be
amorphized. The correlation between ion impact location
and sputter mechanism will then be difficult to obtain. Although ion energies that result in excessive surface amorphization are not suitable for ALET, results for such energies
are still included here for completeness.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 9. Top view of a surface unit cell of a defect-free bare Si(001)(2
31) surface. The points represent initial ~a! 120 eV and ~b! 200 eV argon
impact positions on the lattice which resulted in ejection of Si-containing
product species. A total of 1216 and 1051 argon ions were impacted onto
the surface for the 120 and 200 eV cases, respectively.

The power of parallel computation has enabled the systematic study of very low-yield sputtering of solid surfaces.
Extensive molecular dynamics simulations of argon ion impacts on silicon provide a great deal of information about the
nature of sputtering at low energies. The sputter yield of
silicon is found to agree well with available experimental
and other simulation data. The yield is found to be essentially zero below 37.5 eV. The presence of chlorine on the
surface is found to increase the yield at all ion energies. As
the Cl-surface coverage increases, the sputter yield follows a
generally increasing trend. Important product ejection pathways are identified relevant to atomic layer etching ~ALET!,
using argon ion impacts on defect-free silicon covered with a
ML of chlorine. As the ion energy increases, the number and
complexity of the various pathways also increases. Higher
energy impacts provide not only the energy to break more
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tering of silicon atoms below the topmost silicon layer. Such
events are undesirable for processes which require etching
with monolayer accuracy such as ALET.
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FIG. 10. Top view of a surface unit cell of a defect-free Cl-passivated Si
(001)(231) surface. The points represent initial ~a! 50 eV, ~b! 75 eV, ~c!
120, and ~d! 200 eV argon impact positions on the lattice which resulted in
ejection of Si-containing product species. A total of 3069, 2255, 998 and
873 argon ions were impacted onto the surface for cases ~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and ~d!,
respectively.

bonds and produce larger collision cascades, but they also
sustain a higher temperature ‘‘hot-spot’’ providing the necessary energy to eject metastable surface species. Furthermore, the higher energy impacts involve collisions and sput-

TABLE III. Origin of silicon-containing sputtered product species by silicon layer number. L51 indicates the topmost silicon layer. P5pristine
lattice.
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P
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P
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0
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